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Abstract. We are describing here a sequential discriminant analysis method which
aim is essentially to classify evolutionary data. This method of decision-making is
based on the research of principal axes of a configuration of points in the individual-
space with a relational inner product. We are in presence of a discriminant analysis
problem, in which the decision must be taken as the partial knowledge evolutionary
information of the observations of the statistical unit, which we want to c1assify.
We show here how the knowledge from the observation of the global testimony
sample carried out during the entire period, can be of particular benefit ta the
classifying decision on supplementary statistical units, ofwhich we only have partial
information about. An analysis using real data is here described using this method.

1 Introduction

The Sequential Decisional Discriminant Analysis (SDDA) proposed is based
on the relational inner product notion in the individual-space. We distinguish
two or more than two groups of individuals, defined a priori by a nominal
variable on which the same continuous variables are measured at different
times. This sequential method is especially conceived to study evolutionary
data in a classifying aim of evolutionary new individuals. The main aim of this
method is to obtain at time a better prediction performance of supplementary
individuals during their evolution. The constraint being here to impose ta the
discriminant factors ta belong to the subspace generated by ail observations
carried out during the period of information knowledge about the individual
we want to classify. Contrary to the Partial Decisional Discriminant Analysis
(PDDA) also proposed, the SDDA takes into account the global information
brought by the testimony sample in the classification decision. It is possible
to carry out such an analysis according to the evolution in time of the sup-
plement.ary individual that has to be classified. Section 2 deals with a brief
description of a Relational Euclidean Model and with a comparison between
two proposed multiple discriminant analyses. The definition of a sequential
method is given in section 3. Partial and sequential methods of discriminant
analysis are illustrated and compared on the basis of real data.
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2 Discriminant Analysis in a Relational Madel and ln is a unit matrix with n order. [(vtMt)~]+ [resp, [(VyMy)~]+] is the
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of (ViMt) ~ [resp. (VyMy) ~laccording to
Mt [resp. My].ln this section, we propose in a Relational Euclidean Model two multiple

discriminant analyses, th en evaluate and compare their discrimination per-
formance through an ernpirical study.

The Relational Euclidean Model is of sorne intercst because the inner
product in individual-space is relational, Le. taking into account relation-
ships observed between variables. Vie recall the notion of this inner product
introduced by Schektman (1978).

{xj (t);j = l,ph=l,T, being Tsets ofp continuous same variables observed
at different times and {yk; k = 1, q} the dummy variables of the modalities
of a nominal variable y, observed at the end of the period that is at the last
time T. Let us denote:
Et = Ex(t) = jRP [resp. Ey = jRq] the individual-subspace associated by du-
ality to the p zero mean variables {xj(t);j = 1,p} [resp. zero mean dummy
variables {yk; k = 1, q}],
X, the mat.rix of the explanatory data at time t associated to the set of
variables {xj(t);j = l,p}, with n rows-individuals and p columns-variables,
XS = [Xl, ... ,Xt, ... ,Xsl the evolutionary data matrix: juxtaposition of ta-
bles Xt, it's named partial if sis less than T and global if sis equal T,
Y(n,q) the data matrix associated to the set of variables {yk; k = 1, q},
E;; = EB{Et}{t=I,T} = jRTp [resp. E~ = œ{Et}{t=I,s} = jRsP] the global
[resp. part.ial] explanatory individual-subspace, associated by duality to the
T [resp. s first] sets of explanatory variables {xj(t);j = 1,P}{t=1,T} [resp.
{xj(t);j = 1,P}{t=l,s}],
Dy the diagonal matrix of weights attached to the q modalities: [Dy]kk = ~
for al! k = 1, q, where nk be the number of individu ais which have the kth
modality of y,
Nt = {Xi(t) E Et; i = l,n} the configuration of the individual-points as-
sociated to Xt and NT [resp. NS] the configuration of the individual-points
associated to the table XT [resp. XS ] in E;; [resp. E;],
My [resp. Md the matrix of inner product in the space Ey [resp. Et}.

2.1 Relational Decisional Discriminant Analysis

Let P~f the M -orthogonal projection operator in E; = œ{ Et} {t=l,s::;T}
subspace and N; (x/y) = {P~~ (ek (y) ; k = 1, q} C E the configuration of the
q cent ers of gravit y points, where {ek(Y); k = 1, q} is the canonical base in
e;
Definition

The Relational Decisional Discriminant Analysis (RDDA) at time s E]l ;T]
of the configuration NS consists in making, in a REM, the following PCA.:

PCA [N;(x/y) = {P~~(ek(Y)); k = 1,q}; M; Dy]. (2)

It's a multiple discriminant factorial analysis and named partial (PD DA)
if S E]l ;T[, global (GDDA) if s = T, and it's equivalent to the classical and
simple discriminant factorial analysis if s = 1.

Since, we are in the framework of a discriminant analysis, we choose Ma-
halanobis distance Mt = V/ in all explanatory subspaces Et and My = X~
the Chi-square distance in Ey. So, M is a relation al inner product, parti-
tioned and well-balanced matrix, of order T'p + q, in the individual-spaceE = E;; EBEy, according to all the couples of variables {xj (t); j = 1, p} t= I,T

and {yk; k = 1, q}, if and only if:

{

Mtt = Mt = ~+ f or ail t = 1,T
Mt!' = Md(ViMt):]+Vit,Md(Vi,Mt'lJ+ = ~/Vit'2Vt; for aIL t i- t' (1)
Mt y = Md(VtMt) ,]+Vty1l1y[(VyMy) ,]+ = Vt ViyXy

where Vi =:: =x.ox, , Vy = tYDY and Vty = tXtDY are the matrix of
covariances, D = ~Jn is the diagonal weight.s matrix of the Tl individuals

2,2 Sequential Decisional Discriminant Analysis

Decisiveness is the second aim of any discrimination procedure allowing to
classify a new individual in one of the q groups, supposed here, a priori
defined by al! the values of the sets {xj(t); j = l,ph=I,T.

Using generators of inner products, we choose the "best" intra inner prod-
uct Mt(o.), 0. E [0; 1], in the explanatory subspaces Et according to a max-
imum explained inertia criterion. So the nature of Euclidean inner product
My in Ey is of no importance; however, we opt for the Chi-square distance for
its use simplifies calculations. For !Vft, in the subspace Et, we use generators
of within inner products Mt(o.) to search the "best" one, denoted Mt (0.*),
which optimizes criterion (Abdesselam and Schektman (1996)).

ln the context of the formaI approach, we suggest these following simple
formulas for choosing the inner product which maximizes the percentage of
explained inertia:

{
1Mt(Q) = «i; + (1 - Q)~+
2 Mt(Q) = cx1p + (1 - o.)Vi

forall t = I,T
with 0. E [0,1].

These generat.ors will evolve from the symmetrical position l Mt(O) = V/
(Mahalanobis distance) towards the dissymmetrical position 2 kft(O) = Vt in
passing by the classical dissymmetrical position l Mt(l) = lp = 21\,[t(1),
where lp is the unit matrix in order p and ~+ the Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse of Vi.
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ln this case, the partitioned and well-balanced matrix, of order Tp + q,
associated to the relational inner product denoted M* in the individual-space
E = E~ EEl Ey, is written like this:

{CI, C2, C3} are differentiated and well-separated. Note that these groups
are a priori well-known at the end of the last period.

{

Mt~=Mt(Q*) forallt=l,T
Mtt, = Mt(a*)[(V;Mt(a*)):]+Vit'Mt,(a*)[(V;,Mda*))~]+ for ail t =1- t'
Mt y = Mt(Q*)[(ViMt(a*))2]+ViyX~

Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize the main results of the global discrimi-
nant analysis at time {h, t2, t3}, Le. s = T = 3.

Inertia GDDA

Let Ng(x/y) the configuration of centre of gravit y points associated to the
configuration Ns = p~!' (NT) C E: the M*-orthogonal projection of global
explanatory configurati~n NT in the part.ial subspace E; C E.

Property

The Sequential Decisional Discriminant Analysis (SDDA) at time sE [1; T-1]
consists in making in E, the PDDA of the configuration NS, that is the
following PCA:

1 1

B-Between classes 1.7986
W-Within class 0.2014

T-Totale 2.0000
Explained inertia 89.93%

Sarnples Misclassified
Basic-sample (80%) 0%
Test-sample (20%) 0%

Table 1. Explained inertia and misclassification crit.eria.

PCA [N;(xjy); M*; Dy]. (3)

ln (2) and (3), the configurations N;(x/y) and N;(x/y) of the centre of
gravit y points are in the same subspace E; = RSP of the Euclidean inrlividual
space E.

3 Example - Apple Data
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.!From the Agronomie Research National Institute - INRA, Angers, France, we

kindly obtained an evolutionary data set that contains the measurements of
p = 2 explanatory variables: the content of both sugar and acidity of n = 120
fruits of the same type of apple species at T = 3 different times - fifty days
before and after the optimal maturity day - {tl: premature, ta: maturity, t3:
postmaturity}.

Note that for these repeated measurements of sugar and acidity, obviously
it's not a matter of the same apple at different times but different apples of
the same tree.

This sam ple of size N = 120 is subdivided into two samples: a basic-
sample or "training set" of size NI = 96 (80%) for the discriminant rule and
a test-sample or "evaluation set" of size N2 = 24 (20%) for next evaluated
the performance of this rule.

Global Decisional Discr irnirrant Analysis

This first part concerns the performance of the discrimination rule of the
GDDA, we use bath explained inertia and mis classification rates as criteria
for the two samples. At global time we obtain bett.er discrimination results,
indeed we show in Figure 1 that the q = 3 three groups-qualities of apples
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Fig. 1. Representations of the global analysis at time s = T = 3.

Sa, with this good percentages for the criteria: 89.93% of explained inertia
and 0% of misclassified for both basic and test samples, we can considerate
this basic-sample of evolutionary data as a good global testimony sample ta
rnake partial or sequential analyses at time s = 1 and/or s = 2, if we want
to classify, into the three groups pre-defined at global time s = T = 3, new
individuals which we only have partial information about, i.e. information at
time s = lor s = 2_

Comparison of discrimination rules

This second part concerns the discrimination performances of the PDDA
and SDDA met.hods. They are compared at time {tl, td, i.e. s = 2.
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ln Table 2, we show that the values of the discrimination and misclassifi-
cation criteria of the SDDA are better than those of the PD DA according ta
those of the GDDA in Table 1.

PDDA Criteria at time s = 2 SDDA
1.6347 B-Between classes 1.7858
0.3654 WsWithin class 0.2143
2.0000 T-Total 2.0000
81.73% Explained inertia 89.29%
Partial Misclassified Sequential
4.17% Basic-sample (80%) 0%

0% Test-sample (20%) 0%

Table 2. Comparison of the criteria

The graphical results in Figure 2 also show that the groups are more
well-separated with the Sequential method than with the partial method.
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Fig.2. Representations of the partial and sequential analyses at time s = 2.

Cornparison of classification rules
This third part which is the main aim of this paper concerns the clas-

sification of new individuals at time {td and! or {tl>t2}. This objective is
schematically illustrate in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Classifying new individu ais

ln Table 3 we summarize for each method the results of the affectation
group and the distances between the centres of gravit y and five anonymous
supplementary individuals.

CI G2 G3 PDDA New individual SDDA G1 G2 G3
1.183 1.480 1.183 ? 81 G1 1.163 1.516 1.345
1.156 1.156 2.463 ? 82 G2 1.780 0.495 2.024
1.121 1.286 2.569 G1 83 G2 1.738 0.515 2.050
1.116 1.996 1.007 G3 84 GI 0.915 2.091 1.408
1.832 2.051 0.371 G3 85 G3 1.196 2.084 1.123

Table 3. Distances· Classification of anonymous individuals at time 8 = 2

Figure 4, shows the projection of these new individuals on the PDDA
and SDDA discriminant plans at time {t1, t2}. An individual-point is affected
to the group whose centre of gravit y is the nearest.

On the discriminant plan of partial analysis, where we take into account
only the values of the variables at times t1 and ta, the two supplementary in-
dividuals 81, and 82 are border points, they are unclassifiable. The individual-
point 83 is near the first group and the two other points, 84 and S5, are affected
to the third group.

Whereas, on the discriminant plan of the sequential analysis - Le. we take
into account all information brought by the global testimony sample, as weIl
as the values of the variables at time t3, even if thcse values at time t3 for
these new individuals are unknown - we are led to classify 81 and 82 in one
of the three groups more precisely, rcspectively in the first and the second
group. As for S3, it's aIlocated to the second group and finally, 84 and 55 are
classified respectively in the first and third group.
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Fig.4. Representations of the partial and sequential analyses at time s = 2.

4 Conclusion

ln this paper, we have presented a Sequential Decisional Discriminant Anal-
ysis of evolutionary data in a relational Euclidian context in a discrimination
and classification aim. This method is particularly adapted because it enables
to take at time a classifying decision of a new evolutionary individual about
which we have only a partial information. It 's a simple and effective method
which can be very useful in different fields especial1y in the medical field for
diagnosis-making, where it is often important to anticipate before term in
order to be able to intervene on time when necessary.
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